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a b s t r a c t
LMNtal (pronounced ‘‘elemental’’) is a simple language model based on hierarchical
graph rewriting that uses logical variables to represent connectivity and membranes
to represent hierarchy. LMNtal is an outcome of the attempt to unify constraint-
based concurrency and Constraint Handling Rules (CHR), the two notable extensions
to concurrent logic programming. LMNtal is intended to be a substrate language of
various computational models, especially those addressing concurrency, mobility and
multiset rewriting. Although the principal objective of LMNtal was to provide a unifying
computational model, it is of interest to equip the formalism with a precise logical
interpretation. In this paper, we show that it is possible to give LMNtal a simple logical
interpretation based on intuitionistic linear logic and a flattening technique. This enables
us to call LMNtal a hierarchical, concurrent linear logic language.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The development of the LMNtal language model has been motivated by two ‘‘grand challenges’’ in computational
formalisms and programming languages. One is to have a computational model that encompasses various formalisms
related to concurrency, mobility, and multiset rewriting. The other is to design and implement a practical programming
language that covers a variety of computational platformswhich are now developing towards bothwide-area and nanoscale
computations.
Themain feature of LMNtal is its ability to deal with both connectivity and hierarchy in a simple setting. Connectivity and
hierarchy are the two major structuring mechanisms found in many fields ranging from society to biology, not to mention
the world of computing.
The ‘‘four elements’’ of LMNtal are logical links, multisets and membranes, nested nodes, and transformation—hence the
name LMNtal. Logical links (links represented as logical variables) interconnect atomic nodes also referred to as atoms, while
membranes enclose multisets of nodes to form larger, non-atomic nodes. They together structure atoms into hierarchical
graphs, which are manipulated by rewrite rules. In LMNtal, hierarchical graphs possibly collocated with rewrite rules are
called processes.
LMNtal owes itself to several precursors. The author designed Guarded Horn Clauses (GHC) in mid 1980s, a concurrent
logic language which was based on the synchronization mechanism later called an ask operation and which made use of
logical variables to feature channel mobility [23]. Various type systems including mode and linearity systems were later de-
signed for GHC [24]. A lot of implementation efforts and techniques have been accumulated over the past 25 years. Initiated
by ALPS [15], concurrent logic programming was generalized to constraint-based concurrency [24] (also known as concur-
rent constraint programming [19]) that allowed data domains other than finite trees, and the concurrent constraint language
Janus [20] featured multisets (a.k.a. bags) as an important data domain. Another important generalization was Constraint
Handling Rules (CHR) [8] that allowed multisets of atomic formulae in clause heads. CHR was designed as a language for
defining constraint solvers, but at the same time it turned out to be one of the most powerful multiset rewriting languages.
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Given these two notable generalizations – constraint-based concurrency and CHR – a natural question arises as to
whether (the multiset aspect of) the two generalizations can be unified or embedded into each other. Furthermore, many
years of our experiences with concurrent logic programming suggested that data structures (such as lists and trees) could
in principle be encoded into process structures and therefore be dispensed with. From the latter perspective, the design of
LMNtal as a unifying formalism was driven by the following specific goals:
1. to handle processes, messages and data uniformly,
2. (as the result of above) to handle process structures and data structures uniformly,
3. to handle non-circular data structures (such as lists and trees) and circular data structures uniformly, and
4. to handle synchronous and asynchronous communication uniformly.
The first two imply that data in LMNtal have an aspect of resources as processes do; for instance, observation of data by a
process is treated as the reaction between the process and the data, and the data observed will be consumed. The third can
be rephrased as handling data structures with cycles and sharing at a better level of abstraction. The fourth has historically
been a major point of debate in concurrency formalisms, but LMNtal allows both to be represented by atomic rewriting.
LMNtal can be viewed as amultiset rewriting language equippedwith links, wheremembranes form first-class multisets
that allow both nesting and mobility and links are represented by logical variables that essentially work as linear local
names (local names occurring twice). All these language constructs relate LMNtal to many other computational models that
were independently developed, as will be discussed after introductory examples (Section 3). Despite its versatility, LMNtal
programming requires no background knowledge about logic or advanced mathematics. This is due to its close connection
to diagrammatic representation of computational entities and the choice of the class of diagrams and reductionmechanisms
to work with.
LMNtal was first designed in 2002 [27]. Since then, it underwent a design review process from both theoretical and
practical viewpoints. The major theoretical challenge was to design the operational semantics in such a way that the
interplay between graph structures formed by links and hierarchical structures formed bymembranes (that may be crossed
by links) is properly handled. The major practical challenge was to build a full-fledged implementation of the language to
provide designers with a constructive understanding of the language, to find oversights in language design, to distinguish
kernel constructs that require hard-wired support from constructs that can be implemented on top of the kernel, to
accumulate programming experiences, and to identify language features not essential in theory but important in practice.
The language has been quite stable since 2004 [28] and a full-fledged LMNtal system, running on a Java platform, is available
on the web.1 Various computational models, including the pi , λ and the Ambient calculi, have been encoded into LMNtal
(Section 7).
The principal objective of LMNtal has been to provide a unifying computational model based on hierarchical graph
rewriting. Nevertheless, it is of interest to equip the formalism with a precise logical interpretation. In this paper, we
show that it is possible to give LMNtal a simple logical interpretation based on intuitionistic linear logic (as is the case for
concurrent constraint programming [7] and CHR [3]) and a flattening technique. This enables us to call LMNtal a hierarchical,
concurrent linear logic language.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces LMNtal using two introductory examples. Section 3
overviews the two major constructs, links and membranes, and related computational models featuring connectivity and
hierarchy. Section 4 describes the syntax, and Section 5 describes the operational semantics. These two sections are a revised
version of [28] with more rationale and examples. Section 6 describes some of the extensions to the core calculus that have
been implemented and compares LMNtal with constraint programming languages. Section 7 gives an example of encoding
process calculi into LMNtal. Section 8 constructs a logical interpretation of LMNtal in a stepwise manner. Section 9 is a
conclusion.
2. Introductory examples
2.1. Hierarchical multiset rewriting
The first series of examples (Fig. 1) is to demonstrate hierarchical multiset rewriting in LMNtal. Here we use the LMNtal
system in an interactive mode.
Symbols starting with lowercase letters and numbers represent atoms, those starting with uppercase letters (not
appearing yet) represent links, and braces represent membranes. Symbols starting with the dollar sign represent process
contexts, and those starting with the at sign represent rulesets, which are (possibly compiled) sets of rewrite rules.
The first example (1.1a) is simple multiset rewriting (from two 1’s to 2), except that membranes are used to form
hierarchical multisets. Rules local to membranes act only on those atoms in the same place in the membrane hierarchy.
The symbol @601 in the result (1.1b) indicates a compiled ruleset obtained from the rule (1,1:-2).
The second example (1.2a) shows that a rewrite rule can handle cells (i.e., membranes and their ingredients) and change
the membrane structure. The process context $p[] represents the local context within the membrane it belongs to and
1 http://www.ueda.info.waseda.ac.jp/lmntal/.
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$ lmntal
LMNtal version 1.01.20080226
Type :h to see help.
Type :q to quit.
# 1,1,1, {1,1,1,1,1, {1,1,1}, (1,1:-2)} (1.1a)
1, 1, 1, {2, 2, 1, {1, 1, 1}, @601} (1.1b)
# {out,a,b,c}, d, {e,f}, ({out,$p[]} :- $p[]). (1.2a)
d, a, c, b, {f, e}, @603 (1.2b)
Fig. 1. Hierarchical multiset rewriting.
(a) Initial state. (b) Final state 1.
(c) Final state 2. (d) Rewrite rules.
Fig. 2. List concatenation.
works as a wildcard. Thus the rule ({out,$p[]} :- $p[]) can be read as ‘‘remove the membrane containing the atom
out and export the rest of the content’’. Notice that the order of atoms and cells in (1.2b) are irrelevant because they form
multisets; they are printed in a system-defined order.
2.2. List processing and message passing
Next, we illustrate the use of links using list processing as an example.
The skeleton of an n-element list can be represented, using ‘.’ (cons) and ‘[]’ (nil) atoms, as ‘.’(A1, X1, X0), . . . ,
‘.’(An, Xn, Xn−1), ‘[]’(Xn). Here, Ai is the link to the ith element and X0 is the link to the whole list (from some atom that
refers to the list). This corresponds to a list formed by the constraints X0 = [A1|X1], . . . , Xn−1 = [An|Xn], Xn = [] in constraint
logic programming languages, with the notable exception that an LMNtal list is a resource (i.e., entity with sole ownership)
rather than a value or a constraint (that may possibly be shared). All links are point-to-point; link names occurring twice
in an expression represent local links and those occurring once represent free links which are supposed to be connected to
atoms outside the expression.
LMNtal links are undirected like chemical bonds. The directionality of a list is determined by which arguments of atoms
are interconnected.
Two lists can be concatenated using the following two rules2:
append(X0,Y,Z), ’[]’(X0) :- Y=Z.
append(X0,Y,Z0), ’.’(A,X,X0) :- ’.’(A,Z,Z0), append(X,Y,Z).
Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of the append program and its execution (c(ons) for ‘.’ and n(il) for ‘[]’), where b
is the consumer of the result of append and the atom ‘=’, called a connector, autonomously disappears after interconnecting
its arguments. An arrowhead of a non-unary atom indicates each atom’s first argument and the ordering of the arguments.
Arrowheads are omitted from connectors because they are commutative.
Unlike logic programming that employs function symbols (constructors) and predicate symbols, LMNtal employs a single
class of atoms to represent (among others) procedures and functions, data structures, numbers, and messages. Still, LMNtal
provides a systematic term abbreviation scheme to allow term-like representation of graphs. We exploit the fact that a
local link name has exactly two occurrences and abbreviate p(s1, . . . , sm), q(. . . , sm, . . .) to q(. . . , p(s1, . . . , sm−1), . . .).
2 Each rule can be written in a period-terminated form as well as in a comma-separated form.
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For instance, the list shown in the beginning of this section, with n = 3, can be abbreviated to ‘.’(A1,‘.’(A2,‘.’(A3,
[])),X0). This is structurally equivalent to X0 = Y, ‘.’(A1,‘.’(A2,‘.’(A3, [])),Y), as will be detailed later in Section 5.
By eliminating Y using the scheme again we obtain X0 = ‘.’(A1,‘.’(A2,‘.’(A3,[]))) or X0 = [A1,A2,A3] in the Prolog
syntactic convention.
A notable consequence of the term abbreviation scheme is that (i) f(5), (ii) 5(f), (iii) f=5, (iv) 5=f, and (v)
(5(X),f(X)) all represent exactly the same thing, namely the unordered pair of a unary f and a unary 5.
Using abbreviation, the list concatenation program can be written in a concurrent logic programming form
append([],Y,Z) :- Y=Z.
append([A|X],Y,Z0) :- Z0=[A|Z], append(X,Y,Z)
and in the term rewriting form
Z= append([],Y) :- Z= Y.
Z= append([A|X],Y) :- Z= [A|append(X,Y)].
The append program can be viewed also from a concurrency or message passing perspective: The append process takes
three channels; the second rule forwards each message received from the first channel to the third channel, while the first
rule fuses the second and the third channel as soon as the first channel is closed. Different processes may receive and send
messages concurrently and asynchronously, and the left-hand side of each rewrite rule specifies its own synchronization
conditions such as the availability of a message.
The above program resembles append in Interaction Nets [14]. LMNtal generalizes Interaction Nets by lifting the
restriction to binary interaction and allowing hierarchical processes.
3. Connectivity and hierarchy: Related computational models
Since LMNtal aims at a unifying language, it is related to many other computational models from diverse areas of
computer science. Here we discuss how the two structuring constructs, links and membranes (first-class multisets), relate
to their counterparts found in other computational models.
3.1. Links
Links, which are represented by linear local names, are used to represent both one-to-one communication channels
between logically neighboring processes and adjacency relations between data cells. LMNtal viewed as a process calculus
differs from many other process calculi in that (i) a message sent through a link changes the identity of the link and that
(ii) links are always private in the sense that the third party cannot access them. The conception of logical links originates
from logical variables in logic programming, but they are a special case of logical variables in that LMNtal has no notion of
instantiating a link to a value. What it retains is the notion of fusing two links using connectors.
Connectors originate from unification in logic programming, and unification has been heavily used in concurrent logic
programming to fuse communication channels. Unification of names has been introduced also into process calculi [9].
3.2. Multisets
The notion of multisets can be found in diverse computational models including Petri Nets, Production Systems, Linda
(tuple spaces) [10], and Gamma (multiset transformation) [2]. Also, most concurrency formalisms feature the notion of
multisets because concurrent processes naturally form multisets.
Linear logic programming languages [16] feature the notion of multisets of atomic formulae in some form or other,
and make use of it for expressing both programming concepts (such as inheritance and message passing) and algorithmic
concepts (i.e., multiset operations). For instance, the linear logic programming language LO [1] can be viewed as a rewrite
system of objects expressed as multisets of fields. Lolli [11] employs linear implication to add or remove multiset elements.
However, not many computational models feature multisets as first-class citizens, and the essence of membranes is to
give hierarchical structures to multisets in such a way that they can be reorganized dynamically. Models and languages
featuring membranes include the Chemical Abstract Machine [4], mobile ambients [5], P-systems [18], Bigraphical Reactive
Systems (BRS) [17], LMNtal, and the Kell Calculus [21]. Hierarchical graphs can found also in the field of knowledge
representation [6]. Of these, BRS seems to be the closest to LMNtal in the sense that they address both connectivity and
hierarchy, though BRS allows hyperlinks and reaction between arbitrarily remote places. LMNtal adopted one-to-one links
because hyperlinks could be encoded using membranes, and adopted local reactions as the ambient calculus did.
Membranes of LMNtal comewith two constructs representing local contexts, namely process contexts and rule contexts.
Contexts are useful concepts for talking about programs and calculi, but they seldom appear as a language construct. Since
an important use of membranes is to represent localized computation and make it possible to observe and control it from
outside the membrane, constructs for representing local contexts are essential. LMNtal also allows membranes without
contexts in order to be able to express total (as opposed to partial) matching of the contents of membranes (i.e., to handle
‘‘closed worlds’’). Total matching enables us to check the absence of some entities, which would not be possible without
using membranes.
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(process) P ::= 0 (null)
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) (atom)
| P, P (molecule)
| {P} (cell) Ď
| T :- T (rule)
(process template) T ::= 0 (null)
| p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) (atom)
| T , T (molecule)
| {T } (cell) Ď
| T :- T (rule)
| @p (rule context) Ď
| $p[X1, . . . , Xm|A] (process context) Ď
| p(*X1, . . . , *Xm) (m > 0) (aggregate) Ď
(residual) A ::= [] (empty) Ď
| *X (bundle) Ď
Fig. 3. Syntax of LMNtal (Alternatives with daggers (Ď) are not in Flat LMNtal).
4. Syntax of LMNtal
First of all, we presuppose two syntactic categories:
1. Link Names, denoted by X . In the concrete syntax, link names are denoted by identifiers starting with capital letters.
2. AtomNames, denoted by p. In the concrete syntax, atom names are denoted by identifiers (including numbers and special
symbols) different from link names. The name ‘‘=’’ is the only reserved atom name in LMNtal.
The syntax of LMNtal is given in Fig. 3. The twomajor syntactic categories of LMNtal are processes and process templates.
The former is the subject of computation that evolves with program execution. The latter is used to form reaction rules
and can express local contexts of processes, namely contexts within particular cells. As usual, parentheses ( ) are used to
resolve syntactic ambiguities. Commas for molecules connect tighter than the ‘‘:-’’ for rules. P and T have several syntactic
conditions, as will be detailed in this section. The part of a cell {P} or {T } not contained in nested cells is called the toplevel
of {P} or {T }, respectively.
Intuitively, 0 is an inert process; p(X1, . . . , Xm) (m ≥ 0) is an atom withm ordered links; P, P is parallel composition or
multiset union; {P} is a process grouped by themembrane { }; and T :- T is a rewrite rule for processes.
An atom X = Y , called a connector, interconnects one side of the link X and one side of the link Y .
We can think of a subset of LMNtal, Flat LMNtal, that does not allow cell hierarchies. Of the alternatives in Fig. 3, Flat
LMNtal does not feature those with daggers (Ď).
The rest of this section explains processes, rules and process templates in more detail.
4.1. Processes
An LMNtal process forms a hierarchical graph possibly collocated with rewrite rules acting on the graph. A process P
must observe the following Link Condition:
Link Condition: Each link name in P can occur at most twice outside rules.
Each occurrence of a link name represents an endpoint of the link, and the Link Condition states that LMNtal works on
graphs rather than hypergraphs.
A link name occurring only once in P represents a free link of P . Each of the other link names occurring in P represents a
local link of P . The link names used in rules are not considered in the Link Condition because they are understood to be local
to the rules. However, rules are subject to their own syntactic conditions (Section 4.2).
Note that the Link Condition never prevents us from composing two processes P1 and P2. When each of P1 and P2 satisfies
the Link Condition but the composition P1, P2 does not, there must be a link name occurring twice in one and at least once
in the other. Since the former represents a local link, we can always α-convert it to a fresh link name (Section 5.1) to restore
the Link Condition.
4.2. Rules and process templates
Rules have the form T :- T , where the T ’s are called process templates. The two T ’s are called the left-hand side (LHS) and
the right-hand side (RHS), respectively.
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Process templates have three additional constructs: rule contexts, process contexts, and aggregates. Contexts in LMNtal
stand for the rest of the entities in the innermost surrounding membrane, that is, entities not specified explicitly in rewrite
rules. Rule contexts are to represent multisets of rules, while process contexts are to represent multisets of cells and atoms.
The context names, @p and $p, and the atom name p are understood to be unrelated to each other.
A process context, $p[X1, . . . , Xm|A] (m ≥ 0), matches processes other than rules inside a membrane. The argument of
a process context specifies what links may or must occur free. When the residual A is [], the argument is abbreviated to
[X1, . . . , Xm] and means that the set of free links of $p must be exactly {X1, . . . , Xm}. When A is of the form ∗X (called a
bundle), it represents a sequence of zero ormore free links of the context thatmay occur in addition to the ‘‘must-occur’’ links
X1, . . . , Xm. Here, we assume that there is a total order between links that determines the ordering of links in a sequence.
Example 4.1. The LHS{p(X)}matches a cell exactly consisting of p(X) (X free), while the LHS{p(X),$q[|*Y]}matches
a cell containing p(X) (X free) and the LHS {p(X), $q[X|*Y]}matches a cell containing p(X) (X local). The LHS {p(X),
$q[]} matches a cell containing p(X) (X free) and having no other free links, while the LHS {p(X), $q[X]} matches a
cell containing p(X) (X local) with no free links. 
The final form, p(*X1, . . . , *Xn) (n > 0), represents an aggregate of zero or more n-ary atoms, which are connected to
‘‘may-occur’’ free links of process contexts. The number of atoms forming an aggregate is equal to the number of may-occur
free links represented by each bundle.
The precise semantics of these three additional contexts will be given in Section 5.
Rules have several syntactic side conditions. The motivations of these conditions are (i) to ensure the well-formedness
of processes obtained by expanding contexts and aggregates and (ii) to ensure that the processes represented by contexts
and aggregates are uniquely determined.
Firstly, rules must observe the following:
LHS Conditions:
(L1) Rules cannot occur in the LHS of a rule.
(L2) Aggregates cannot occur in the LHS of a rule.
(L3) Rule contexts and process contexts occurring in the LHS of a rule must occur within a cell.
Condition (L1) disallows rewriting that depends on the content of rules so that rules can be compiled into lower-level
code. (L2) derives from the purpose of aggregates described above. (L3) is to ensure that rule contexts and process contexts
deal only with local contexts delimited by membranes. As illustrated in Section 2, rewrite rules specify partial matching;
they search the current hierarchical graph for its subgraphs they match. Allowing contexts to occur outside cells would
therefore not make sense.
Secondly, rules must satisfy the following Occurrence Conditions on link names and other syntactic constructs:
Occurrence Conditions:
(O1) A link name and a bundle occurring in a rule must occur exactly twice in the rule.
(O2) Link names occurring as the arguments of a process context must be distinct.
(O3) Bundles occurring in the LHS of a rule must be distinct.
(O4) A rule context and a process context must occur exactly once in the LHS of a rule and must not occur in another rule
occurring inside the rule.
(O5) The toplevel of each cell occurring in the LHS of a rule may have at most one process context and at most one rule
context.
Condition (O1) means that a link name occurring in a rule L:- Rmay occur either twice in L (representing a consumed
link), twice in R (representing a generated link), or once in L and once in R (representing an inherited link).
(O2) says that those link namesmust specify the set of free links, without duplication, to be owned by a processmatching
the process context.
(O3) says that a bundle in the LHS of a rule is to receive, rather than check, a set of free links of the matching process. If
we allowed a rule with the LHS {$p[X|*Z]}, {$q[|*Z]}, the rule would have to search for two cells such that all but one
of their free links enter the partner cell. This would involve more computation than the intended use of bundles. From (O3)
and (O1), a bundle must either occur once in the LHS and once in the RHS, or occur twice in the RHS. The former represents
a bundle of inherited links, while the latter represents a bundle of newly generated links.
(O4)’s ‘‘must occur’’ conditionmeans that a rule context or a process context must receive a multiset of rules or a process
upon application of the rule, and the ‘‘exactly once’’ condition means that they cannot be used to compare two contexts. If
we allowed a rule with the LHS {$p[]}, {$p[]}, the rule would have to search for two cells containing two isomorphic
graphs, which is far too complicated to feature as a language primitive. Note that the RHS of a rule has no constraints on the
number of occurrences of contexts; they can be inherited, duplicated, or erased.
(O5) is to ensure that the processes received by rule contexts or process contexts are uniquely determined.
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(E1) 0, P ≡ P (E2) P,Q ≡ Q , P (E3) P, (Q , R) ≡ (P,Q ), R
(E4) P ≡ P[Y/X] if X is a local link of P
(E5)
P ≡ P ′
P,Q ≡ P ′,Q (E6)
P ≡ P ′
{P} ≡ {P ′}
(E7) X = X ≡ 0 (E8) X = Y ≡ Y = X
(E9) X = Y , P ≡ P[Y/X] if P is an atom and X occurs free in P
(E10) {X = Y , P} ≡ X = Y , {P} if exactly one of X and Y occurs free in P
Fig. 4. Structural congruence on LMNtal processes.
Finally, we need the following Consistency Conditions on process contexts and aggregates:
Consistency Conditions:
(C1) The residuals of process contexts with the same name in a rule must be either all empty ([]) or all bundles.
(C2) The aritym of process contexts with the same name in a rule must be the same.
(C3) Process contexts having the same bundle must have the same name.
(C4) For each aggregate p(*X1, . . . , *Xm) (m > 0) in a rule, there must be a process context name $q and each *Xi must
occur as the residual of a process context with the name $q in the rule.
Example 4.2. The rule
{exch,$a[X,Y]} :- {$a[Y,X]}
satisfies (C1) and (C2) (the other two hold vacuously) and says that when a cell contains an atom exch and exactly two free
links at its toplevel, the two free links are crossed and the atom exch is erased. 
Example 4.3. Consider the rule
cp(S,S1,S2), {+S,$p[|*P]} :-
{+S1,$p[|*P1]}, {+S2,$p[|*P2]}, cp(*P,*P1,*P2)
where the unary atom ‘+’ is written in a prefix form. The rule is to duplicate a cell with may-occur free links. The detailed
description of the rule will be given later in Section 5.2, but here we note that
(C1) all the $p’s have bundles,
(C2) all the $p’s have no may-occur links,
(C3) none of *P, *P1 and *P2 are shared by different process contexts, and
(C4) all the bundles in the aggregate cp(*P,*P1,*P2) occur in a process context with the name $p. 
The above syntactic conditions do not allow dynamic composition of rules, but do allow (i) statically determined rules
to be spawned dynamically using a rule (e.g., a :- (b(X) :- c(X))) and (ii) the set of rules inside a cell to be copied
and migrated to another cell. Thus LMNtal enables cell-wise compilation of the set of rules. Note also that LMNtal features
processmobility aswell as channelmobility; that is, LMNtal not only allows dynamic reconfiguration of processes structures
but also allows the migration of hierarchized computation.
Example 4.4. The rule with two rule contexts
{module(m),@m}, {use(m),$p,@p} :- {module(m),@m}, {$p,@p,@m}
satisfies (O5), and a new copy of @m (that can be considered as the body of the module m) will be loaded to other cells
containing use(m). 
5. Operational semantics
We first define structural congruence (≡) and then the reduction relation (−→) on processes.
5.1. Structural congruence
We define the relation ≡ on processes as the minimal equivalence relation satisfying the rules shown in Fig. 4, where
[Y/X] is a link substitution that replaces X with Y . Two processes related by≡ are essentially the same and are convertible
to each other in zero steps.
(E1)–(E3) are the characterization of molecules as multisets. (E4) allows the renaming (α-conversion) of local names.
Note that the link name Y cannot occur free in P for the Link Condition on P[Y/X] to hold. (E5)–(E6) are structural rules
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(R1)
P −→ P ′
P,Q −→ P ′,Q (R2)
P −→ P ′
{P} −→ {P ′} (R3)
Q ≡ P P −→ P ′ P ′ ≡ Q ′
Q −→ Q ′
(R4) {X = Y , P} −→ X = Y , {P} if X and Y occur free in {X = Y , P}
(R5) X = Y , {P} −→ {X = Y , P} if X and Y occur free in P
(R6) Tθ, (T :- U) −→ Uθ, (T :- U)
Fig. 5. Reduction relation on LMNtal processes.
that make ≡ a congruence. (E7)–(E10) are concerned with connectors. (E7) says that a self-absorbed loop is equivalent to
0, while (E8) expresses the symmetry of =. (E9) is an absorption law of =, which says that a connector can be absorbed by
another atom (that can again be a connector). Because of the symmetry of ≡, (E9) says that an atom can emit a connector
as well. (E10) says that a connector can move across a membrane boundary as long as it does not change the number of free
links of the membrane.
5.2. Reduction relation
Computation proceeds by rewriting processes using rules collocated in the same ‘‘place’’ of the membrane hierarchy.
We define the reduction relation−→ on processes as the minimal relation satisfying the rules in Fig. 5.
Of the six rules, (R1)–(R3) are standard structural rules. (R1) says that reductions can proceed concurrently based on local
reducibility conditions. Fine-grained concurrency of LMNtal originates from this rule. Note that the right-hand side of−→
must observe the Link Condition on processes. (R2) says that computation within a cell can proceed independently of the
exterior of the cell. For a cell to evolve autonomously, it must contain its own set of rules. Computation of a cell containing
no rules is to be controlled by rules outside the cell. (R3) incorporates structural congruence into the reduction relation.
(R4) and (R5) deal with the interaction between connectors and membranes. (R4) says that, when a connector within a
cell connects two links coming from outside, the cell can expel the connector. (R5) says that, when a connector connects
two links entering the same cell, the connector itself can enter that cell.
One may wonder why (E10) is treated as structural congruence while (R4) and (R5) are treated as reduction. (E10) does
not change the topology of a hierarchical graph in the sense that it does not change the number of free links of any cell,
while (R4) and (R5) change the topology by reducing the number of free links of a cell by two. If (R4) and (R5) were given
as congruence rather than reduction, a cell might be intruded by any external links, and an internal link within a cell might
escape freely. This would impair the well-definedness of the notion of ‘‘free links of a cell’’. On the other hand, (E10) must
be given as congruence, because giving it as a reduction relation would easily introduce divergence [13]:
{a(X)}, b(X) ≡ {a(X)}, X=Y, b(Y)
−→ {a(X), X=Y}, b(Y)
≡ {a(Y)}, b(Y).
Onemay alsowonder whether (E10), (R4) and (R5) are necessary at all. The principle here is that connectors are to represent
the fusion of two links and are supposed to disappear finally by (E9) or (E7). (E10), (R4) and (R5) are to promote the
absorption.
(R6) is the key rule of LMNtal. The substitution θ is to represent what process (or ruleset) has been received by each
process context (or rule context), respectively, and what multiset of atoms each aggregate represents. Flat LMNtal does not
require θ , and (R6) is accordingly simplified to
(R6′) T , (T :- U) −→ U, (T :- U).
(R6′) describes the reaction between a process and a rule not separated by membranes.
Matching between a process and the LHS of a rule under (R6′) should generally be done by α-converting the rule using
(E4) and (R3). Then it is easy and yet important to observe that U will have exactly the same set of free links as T . The
α-conversion of T :- U should also ensure that the local links of U will not cause name crashes with the context.
Example 5.1. Can the rule
p(X,Y) :- q(X,Y)
rewrite an atom p(A,A)? Although the rule cannot be α-converted to the form
p(A,A) :- ... ,
the atom p(A,A) can be converted to p(A,B), A=B by (E9) using a fresh link B. Therefore it can be rewritten as
p(A,A) ≡ p(A,B), A=B
−→ q(A,B), A=B
≡ q(A,A). 
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The substitution θ in (R6) is represented as a finite set of substitution elements of the form αi 7→ βi and should satisfy the
following conditions (i)–(iii).
1. The domain of θ is the set of all rule contexts, process contexts and aggregates occurring in the LHS T or RHS U , except
those occurring in any rules within U .
2. For each rule context @p in T , θ must contain a substitution element @p 7→ P , where P is a sequence of rules.
3. We assume that the occurrences of the process context name $p in the RHS U are indexed as $p1, $p2, . . . , and that we
have available a one-to-one mapping v from the pairs of link or bundle names and natural numbers to link names.
For each process context $p[X1, . . . , Xm|A] in the LHS T , the following (a)–(c) must hold, where P is a process whose
free links are X1, . . . , Xm+n (if A = [] then n = 0; otherwise n ≥ 0), whose local links are Z1, . . . , Z`, and which has no
rules outside cells.
(a) If A = [] then
i. θ must contain $p[X1, . . . , Xm] 7→ P , and
ii. for each $ph[Y1, . . . , Ym] in the RHS U , θ must contain
$ph[Y1, . . . , Ym] 7→ P[v(Z1, h)/Z1, . . . , v(Z`, h)/Z`, Y1/X1, . . . , Ym/Xm].
(b) If A = *V then
i. θ must contain $p[X1, . . . , Xm|*V] 7→ P,
ii. v(V , i) = Xm+i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
iii. for each $ph[Y1, . . . , Ym|*W] in the RHS U , θ must contain
$ph[Y1, . . . , Ym|*W]
7→ P[v(Z1, h)/Z1, . . . , v(Z`, h)/Z`, Y1/X1, . . . , Ym/Xm,
v(W , 1)/Xm+1, . . . , v(W , n)/Xm+n],
iv. for each q(*V1, . . . , *Vk) in U (except those belonging to any rule in U) such that some Vi is V , θ must contain
q(*V1, . . . , *Vk)
7→ ( q(v(V1, 1), . . . , v(Vk, 1)), . . . , q(v(V1, n), . . . , v(Vk, n)) ).
(c) A free link name of T occurring in an atom (i.e., not in process contexts) does not occur in P .
Intuitive reading of the above definitions is appropriate here. Suppose the LHS of a rule contains a process context
$p[X1, . . . , Xm|*V]. When the RHS contains a process context of the same name, say $p[Y1, . . . ,Ym|*W], a process
isomorphic to the process matched by the corresponding process context in the LHS is created. Its local links are created by
v(Z1, h)/Z1, . . . , v(Z`, h)/Z`. Its free links corresponding to X1, . . . , Xm are connected to Y1, . . . , Ym, respectively, and the
free links corresponding to *V (i.e., Ym+1, . . . , Ym+n) are connected to the links represented by *W .
An aggregate p(*V1, . . . , *Vm) represents as many copies of them-ary atom p as the number of links denoted by each of
the bundles *Vi’s. (C4) says that the other occurrences of the *Vi’s must all appear in process contexts with the same name.
(O4) implies that exactly one of *V1, . . . , *Vm occurs in the LHS of a rule.
The following two examples show how substitutions and aggregates work:
Example 5.2. The rule
kill(S), {+S,$p[|*P]} :- killed(*P)
can reduce the process
kill(S), {+S,a(X),b(Y,Z),c(Z)}
by letting $p[|*P] receive a(X),b(Y,Z),c(Z), whose free links are X and Y. Thus we have v(P, 1) = X and v(P, 2) = Y.
That is,
θ = { $p[|*P] 7→ (a(X),b(Y,Z),c(Z)), killed(*P) 7→ (killed(X),killed(Y)) }
and the above process is reduced to
killed(X), killed(Y).
The membrane here is used to delimit the process structure to be controlled from outside, and the tag ‘+’ is attached to
the message channel from outside the cell. Intuitively, the above rule says that, when a message kill is sent through the
channel S, the target cell is deleted and each free link owned by the cell is terminated by an atom killed. 
Example 5.3. Consider the process
cp(S,S1,S2), {+S,a(X),b(Y,Z),c(Z)}
and the rule
cp(S,S1,S2), {+S,$p[|*P]} :-
{+S1,$p[|*P1]}, {+S2,$p[|*P2]}, cp(*P,*P1,*P2) .
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Fig. 6. Cell copying using process contexts and aggregates.
Then the process is reduced using
θ = { $p[|*P] 7→ (a(X),b(Y,Z),c(Z)),
$p1[|*P1] 7→ (a(X),b(Y,Z),c(Z))[Z1/Z, X1/X, Y1/Y],
$p2[|*P2] 7→ (a(X),b(Y,Z),c(Z))[Z2/Z, X2/X, Y2/Y],
cp(*P,*P1,*P2) 7→ (cp(X,X1,X2),cp(Y,Y1,Y2)) }
to
{+S1,a(X1),b(Y1,Z1),c(Z1)}, {+S2,a(X2),b(Y2,Z2),c(Z2)},
cp(X,X1,X2), cp(Y,Y1,Y2).
The message cpmakes two copies of the target cell and connects the free links of the copied cells (X1, Y1, X2, X2) and the
original free links (X, Y) using ternary cp atoms (Fig. 6). 
Rules with process/rule contexts and aggregates can be viewed as rule schemes that represent (infinite) sets of rules with
no process/rule contexts or aggregates. In Section 7, we will adopt this view to give LMNtal a logical reading.
The following is an important property to be mentioned here, which can be proved by a straightforward syntactic
argument:
Proposition 1. A substitution θ satisfying the above conditions maps T and U into well-formed processes not containing contexts
or aggregates outside rules. 
6. Extension of the core model
LMNtal as a programming language extends the above coremodel by featuring (among others) the notion of guards, typed
process contexts, and the uniq test [12], which will be described briefly here.
6.1. Guards and typed process contexts
Rewrite rules are augmentedwith guards that specify side conditions. An obvious question here iswhat should constitute
side conditions in our setting of graph rewriting.
Suppose we have a multiset of integers expressed as
n(3), n(-5), n(101), n(72), n(18), n(47), n(11)
and want to find the maximum value of them by deleting others. One can achieve this using a single rule
n($i), n($j) :- $i =< $j | n($j)
which is an abbreviation of
n(I), $i[I], n(J), $j[J] :- $i =< $j | n(K), $j[K].
This shows how the simplification and sympagation of CHR can be encoded into LMNtal (see Section 6.2.1 for more details).
Here, the process contexts do not appear in membranes that would delimit the contexts, but instead appear as operands
of the guard test $i=<$j that constrains its arguments to unary atoms. The guard test checks if the two unary atoms are
both integers and the second one is not smaller.
As with rules containing process/rule contexts, a rule containing typed process contexts can be viewed as a rule scheme
that represents a set of rules without guards. For instance, the rule
n($i), n($j) :- $i =< $j | n($j)
is considered to represent a set of rules
{ n(i), n(j):- n(j) | i, j ∈ Z, i ≤ j }.
Other guard tests available include int($i) to ensure that $i is an integer, unary($u) to ensure that $u is a unary
atom, and ground($g) to capture a minimal (and therefore connected) graph structure with exactly one free link. Note
that ‘=<’, unary, and ground can all be regarded as type constraints; int is a subtype of unarywhich in turn is a subtype
of ground, and ‘=<’ is a subtype of the product type int× int.
Graph structures received by typed process contexts and checked by guard tests can be copied or discarded freely.
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6.1.1. Relation to concurrent logic/constraint programming
Thanks to the mechanism described above, many of the concurrent logic programs ever written run as LMNtal programs
with very minor modifications, where the ask operation (the synchronization primitive) is naturally replaced by graph
matching. The difference between ask (in concurrent logic/constraint programming) and graph matching (in LMNtal) is
that the former acts on the constraint store, which is monotonic, while the latter acts on the graph structure, which may
be rewritten destructively. However, our experience with concurrent logic programming tells that most variables are used
for one-to-one communication [22], that is, each piece of data or constraints is read only once and can be garbage-collected
after reading. This actually motivated Janus [20], but we went further and unified constructors and predicate symbols.
Yet, LMNtal can be viewed as a concurrent constraint language. LMNtal variables are never instantiated to constructors,
but they can be fused together in the course of computation. They actually represent graph links, which are essentially local
names (a.k.a. eigennames), over which variables can be considered to range. In other words, LMNtal can be viewed as a
concurrent constraint language over eigennames.
6.2. Non-catalyst rules
LMNtal features a special guard test, uniq(X1, . . . , Xn). This test succeeds if (i) each Xi is connected to a (connected)
graph with no free links other than Xi, and (ii) the rule has not been applied to the same tuple of graphs before. As a special
case, uniq (with no argument) succeeds if the rule in question has not been used before. The uniq test, which was inspired
by CHR’s propagation rules, is a general tool for avoiding infinite application of rules whose RHS is a super(multi)set of the
LHS.
6.2.1. Relation to CHR
LMNtal ruleswithoutmembranes resemble simplification rules of CHR. Indeed, Flat LMNtal could be thought of as a linear
fragment of CHR. However, we find LMNtal and CHR quite different and rather complementary. First, CHRwas developed for
glass-box constraint programming, while LMNtal was developed as a declarative concurrent language with powerful data
structures (hierarchical graphs that subsume first-class multisets). Second, CHR is to be used with some platform language
(such as Prolog and Java) while LMNtal was developed as a monolithic, stand-alone language. Third, LMNtal comes with
membranes that can be used not only as data structures but also as control structures, which are essential for a stand-alone
language. Fourth, CHR resembles Prolog in the use of constructors and logical variables, while LMNtal is constructor-free and
restricts the use of variables to the representation of one-to-one connectivity. Fifth, computation in LMNtal is not necessarily
confluent because its intended applications include concurrent programming.
Nevertheless, a logical variable (possibly with attributes as in some Prolog implementations) can be encoded using
membranes holding its value and the set of links to its occurrences. Using this technique and the uniq guard test, we have
successfully encoded propagation rules of CHR [12].
7. More Example: the pi-calculus
Membranes play many rôles in LMNtal programming. First, they can be used to represent records or feature structures.
Second, they can encapsulate rules and delimit their scope of effect. Third, they can protect processes from the rewrite rules
that would otherwise act on the processes.
The following example that encodes the communication mechanism of the asynchronous pi-calculus illustrates the first
and the third uses of membranes.3
snd@@ snd({$y[|*V]},X) :- {$y[|*V], m(X)}.
rcv@@ rcv({m(X),$y[|*V]},Z), {$body[Z|*V]} :- {$y[|*V]}, $body[X|*V].
cp@@ {name(N),$p[N|*Y],+Z}, Z=cp(Z0,Z1) :- {name(N),$p[N|*Y],+Z0,+Z1}.
rm@@ {name(N),$p[N|*Y],+Z}, Z=rm :- {name(N),$p[N|*Y]}.
Here, a pi-calculus name is represented by a cell containing the name() attribute and referenced by incident links
(each marked by the unary atom ‘+’). The cell also works as a message buffer where the links marked by the atom m
are connected to outstanding messages. The first rule gives the semantics of sending x to y, while the second rule gives
the semantics of receiving a message x from y and substitute it for the formal name z. The last two rules, cp for copy
and rm for remove, are used when a formal name is used more than once or not used at all. For instance, a pi process
(a(z).b(y).(z〈y〉 | e〈z〉)) | a〈c〉 | b〈d〉 is encoded as
(rcv(A0,Z), {rcv(B0,Y), {Z=cp(Z1,Z2), snd(Z1,Y), snd(E,Z2)}}).
snd(A1,C).
snd(B1,D).
{name(a),+A0,+A1}, {name(b),+B0,+B1}, {name(c),+C},
{name(d),+D}, {name(e),+E}.
3 The LMNtal system allows rules to be prefixed by rule names.
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which reduces to
{name(a)}, {name(b)}, {name(c), m(L50), +L116},
{name(d), +L50}, {e(name), m(L116)}, @601
meaning that the channels c and e contain outstanding messages d and c, respectively, while a and b do not hold any
messages nor are referenced any more. Note the use of membranes in the encoding of (a(z).b(y).(z〈y〉 | e〈z〉)); prefixed
processes are protected by membranes until the rule rcv removes them.
We have also successfully encoded the synchronous pi-calculus with guarded choice [12], the ambient calculus [25]
and the untyped lambda calculus [26]. The ambient calculus is a distributed process calculus whose principal construct,
ambients, are essentially membranes that can form hierarchies. Our encoding called for sophisticated use of LMNtal
membranes to encode names whose scopes are reconfigured dynamically. Our encoding of the lambda calculus also relies
heavily on a rather rich set of operations on local names:
1. partial order between names,
2. checking of name equality,
3. detection of garbage names (names with no references), and
4. fusion of two names,
all successfully represented using membranes.
8. Logical interpretation
Although LMNtal’s precursors were logic and constraint languages, LMNtal was designed primarily to allow the
representation and understanding of computation based on diagrams. Having succeeded in that, the next theoretical interest
is to establish its logical reading. This section develops a logical interpretation of LMNtal programs in a stepwise manner,
starting from a confluent, flat case towards a non-flat case with choice nondeterminism.
8.1. Confluent, flat case
A Flat LMNtal process can be viewed as a conjunction of atom(ic formula)s where local links are interpreted as
existentially quantified variables. First-order logic with equality (to handle connectors) works as the underlying logic for
a broad class of programs that are intended to be confluent, i.e., to return a deterministic final result.
Let us discuss a simple example: list concatenation (Section 2.2). A logic program for list concatenation can be written as
∀Y(append([],Y,Y))
∧∀X∀Y∀Z(append([A|X],Y,[A|Z])⇐ append(X,Y,Z))
but this is not the only way of specifying append. Indeed, the intended meaning of append can also be written as
∀Y∀Z(∃X(append(X,Y,Z) ∧ X=[])⇔ Y=Z)
∧∀A∀X∀Y∀Z0(∃X0(append(X0,Y,Z0) ∧ X0=[A|X])
⇔ ∃Z(Z0=[A|Z] ∧ append(X,Y,Z)))
under the standard equality theory. By using the predicate version of list constructors, the above theory can be rewritten as
∀Y∀Z(∃X(append(X,Y,Z) ∧ ’[]’(X))⇔ Y=Z)
∧∀A∀X∀Y∀Z0(∃X0(append(X0,Y,Z0) ∧ ’.’(A,X,X0))
⇔ ∃Z(’.’(A,Z,Z0) ∧ append(X,Y,Z)))
which exactly corresponds to the append program in Section 2.2.
To generalize, a rule T :- U is interpreted as ∀(∃T ⇔ ∃U), where T and U are conjunctions of atoms, the two ∃’s
quantify the local links of T and U , respectively, and the leftmost ∀ quantifies the free links of T and U (each occurring
once in T and once in U). Thus an LMNtal rule is not in a clausal form, but it is easy to see that the rewrite rule (R6′),
∃T ∧ ∀(∃T ⇔ ∃U) −→ ∃U ∧ ∀(∃T ⇔ ∃U), is a sound deductive step.
For instance, under the append program, the process append([a,b],[c],X),answer(X) reduces to
answer([a,b,c]), which is sound forward deduction. However, because the reduction is one-waywhile the above logical
reading is two-way, LMNtal may not find all the logical consequences of the initial state.
Note the symmetry of our logical reading of LMNtal rules. The initial state append([a,b],[c],X), answer(X)
is a logical consequence of answer([a,b,c]) as well. Let us drop the first, base-case rule for the moment.
Then the computation starting from append([a,b],[c],X), answer(X) will stop at append([],[c],X),
answer([a,b|X]), but a good news is that the reversed recursive rule takes this state back to the initial state. It is the base
case that loses the reversibility of append. The base case, if reversed, would cause divergence because its RHS, Y=Z, would
match any link in the current process. However, there is a class of reversible programs whose initial states can be restored
from the final states by the backward application of LMNtal rules, which is an interesting topic of future study.
Our logical interpretation is in contrastwith that of CHRwhere its simplification rule T<=>U is interpreted as∀(T ⇔ ∃U)
[8]. The difference seems to come from the purpose of the languages (in general) and the rôles of the variables (technically)
that was discussed in Section 6.2.1.
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8.2. Don’t-care nondeterminism
The classical interpretation may not work when the computation involves don’t-care (a.k.a. choice) nondeterminism.
Consider the nondeterministic list merge program:
merge(X,Y,Z), ’[]’(X) :- Y=Z.
merge(X,Y,Z), ’[]’(Y) :- X=Z.
merge(X0,Y,Z0), ’.’(A,X,X0) :- ’.’(A,Z,Z0), merge(X,Y,Z).
merge(X,Y0,Z0), ’.’(A,Y,Y0) :- ’.’(A,Z,Z0), merge(X,Y,Z).
Suppose this was interpreted as
∀Y∀Z(∃X(merge(X,Y,Z) ∧ ’[]’(X))⇔ Y=Z)
∧∀X∀Z(∃Y(merge(X,Y,Z) ∧ ’[]’(Y))⇔ X=Z)
∧∀A∀X∀Y∀Z0(∃X0(merge(X0,Y,Z0) ∧ ’.’(A,X,X0))
⇔ ∃Z(’.’(A,Z,Z0) ∧ merge(X,Y,Z)))
∧∀A∀X∀Y∀Z0(∃Y0(merge(X,Y0,Z0) ∧ ’.’(A,Y,Y0))
⇔ ∃Z(’.’(A,Z,Z0) ∧ merge(X,Y,Z))).
The intended meaning (model) of merge should include both merge([1],[2],[1,2]) and merge([1],[2],[2,1]),
but from merge([1],[2],[2,1]) and the⇒ direction of the third conjunct of the interpretation, we can logically deduce
∃Z([2,1]=[1|Z]∧ merge([],[2],Z)). There is no clear-cut answer as to whether or not this is the intended property
of merge and the equality =. If the list is interpreted as an ordered sequence this is clearly not intended, but if one is using
lists to represent multisets, this is intended under the augmented equality theory.
For some programs with choice nondeterminism, there seems to be no acceptable classical reading. For example, from
the coin-flipping program
game(X,Y) :- win(X), lose(Y).
game(X,Y) :- win(Y), lose(X).
and the initial process game(a,b), the classical, left-to-right reading would deduce every possible outcome: win(a),
win(b), lose(a) and lose(b), which is hardly informative.
Another reason why classical reading is not always satisfactory is that, even if the problem to be formulated does not
require choice nondeterminism, the classical proof theory does not capture the multiset aspect of LMNtal because it can
duplicate or forget premises during proof.
All the above problems with classical logic interpretation are solved by using a small fragment of intuitionistic linear
logic (ILL). For instance, the third rule of merge is interpreted as
! (∀A∀X∀Y∀Z0(∃X0(merge(X0,Y,Z0)⊗ ’.’(A,X,X0))
−◦ ∃Z(’.’(A,Z,Z0)⊗ merge(X,Y,Z)))).
This says that the input items are recycled to produce the output items and that the rule itself is not consumed. Likewise,
from the coin-flipping program consisting of
! ∀X∀Y(game(X,Y)−◦ win(X)⊗ lose(Y))
! ∀X∀Y(game(X,Y)−◦ win(Y)⊗ lose(X))
game(a,b)
we can deduce (win(a)⊗ lose(b)) & (win(b)⊗ lose(a)), where the additive conjunction, &, expresses the choice of
the underlying implementation. This expresses the intended meaning of the program precisely.
In general, a Flat LMNtal process can be interpreted as follows,where the bracket [[ · ]] is amapping fromLMNtal processes
to logical formulae:
[[0]] = 1 (8.1)
[[p(X1, . . . , Xm)]] = ∃(p(X1, . . . , Xm)) (8.2)
[[P,Q ]] = ∃([[P]] ⊗ [[Q ]]) (8.3)
[[T :- U]] = ! ∀([[T ]] −◦ [[U]]) (8.4)
where, as before, the ∃’s in (8.2) and (8.3) quantify local links and the ∀ in (8.4) quantifies the free links of T and U . 1 is a
unit of multiplicative conjunction⊗.
Variables in our logical interpretation are not to range over application-specific domains. Rather, variables are kept
uninterpreted, or to put it differently, they range over eigennames. While this may sound restrictive, linear logic formulae
obtained by the above mapping is as expressive (both in theoretical and practical senses) as undirected graphs for the
purpose of knowledge representation because they are isomorphic.
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A ` A (init)
Γ ` A A,∆ ` B
Γ ,∆ ` B (cut)
Γ ` A
Γ , 1 ` A (1L) ` 1 (1R)
Γ , A, B ` C
Γ , A⊗ B ` C (⊗L)
Γ ` A ∆ ` B
Γ ,∆ ` A⊗ B (⊗R)
Γ ` A ∆, B ` C
Γ ,∆, A−◦ B ` C (−◦L)
Γ , A ` B
Γ ` A−◦ B (−◦R)
Γ , A ` B
Γ , ! A ` B (!L)
!Γ ` A
!Γ ` ! A (!R)
Γ , ! A, ! A ` B
Γ , ! A ` B (!C)
Γ ` B
Γ , ! A ` B (!W)
Γ , A[t/x] ` B
Γ ,∀xA ` B (∀L)
Γ ` A
Γ ` ∀xA (x /∈ fv(Γ )) (∀R)
Γ , A ` B
Γ , ∃xA ` B (x /∈ fv(Γ , B)) (∃L)
Γ ` A[t/x]
Γ ` ∃xA (∃R)
Fig. 7. Sequent calculus for a fragment of intuitionistic linear logic.
One thing we must add is the theory of connectors. This can be obtained by translating structural congruence relations
(E7)–(E9) (Fig. 4):
!(∃(A = A) ◦−◦ 1) (8.5)
! ∀(A = B ◦−◦ B = A) (8.6)
! ∀(A = B⊗ [[P]] ◦−◦ [[P[B/A]]]) if P is an atom and A occurs free in P. (8.7)
This is a linear version of the standard equality theory. The other congruence relations (E1)–(E5) have been built into the
proof theory of linear logic and need no explicit translation (the cases with membranes will be discussed later).
Now, we can establish the following theorems:
Theorem 1 (Soundness). Let P andQ be Flat LMNtal processes. If P −→ Q , then [[Q ]] can be deduced from [[P]] and the connector
axioms (8.5)–(8.7) under the fragment of ILL shown in Fig. 7.
Proof. Let Con be the connector axioms (8.5)–(8.7). Given a proof of P −→ Q , we inductively construct a proof of
[[P]], Con ` [[Q ]].
Base case: In Flat LMNtal, the leaves of the original proof must be the applications of (R6′), (E1)–(E4) or (E7)–(E9). (R6′)
rewrites T , (T :- U) to U, (T :- U), where [[T , (T :- U)]] = ∃([[T ]] ⊗ ! ∀([[T ]] −◦ [[U]])) = [[T ]] ⊗ ! ∀([[T ]] −◦ [[U]]) because
T and T :- U share no links. Likewise [[U, (T :- U)]] = [[U]]⊗ ! ∀([[T ]]−◦ [[U]]). It is a standard exercise to construct a proof
of [[T ]] ⊗ ! ∀([[T ]] −◦ [[U]]) ` [[U]] ⊗ ! ∀([[T ]] −◦ [[U]]).
For the applications of structural congruence, we need to show [[P]], Con ` [[Q ]] and [[Q ]], Con ` [[P]] for each rule
defining the relation P ≡ Q . For example, from (E1) we must have 1 ⊗ [[P]] ` [[P]] and [[P]] ` 1 ⊗ [[P]] but both are
popular results, as are the sequents obtained from (E2) and (E3). (E4) is simply variable renaming. The sequents obtained
from (E7)–(E9) are immediate from (8.5)–(8.7), respectively.
Induction step: For (E5) and (R1), given a proof of [[P]], Con ` [[P ′]]we have:
. . .
[[P]], Con ` [[P ′]] [[Q ]] ` [[Q ]]
[[P]], [[Q ]], Con ` [[P ′]] ⊗ [[Q ]]
[[P]], [[Q ]], Con ` ∃([[P ′]] ⊗ [[Q ]])
[[P]] ⊗ [[Q ]], Con ` ∃([[P ′]] ⊗ [[Q ]])
∃([[P]] ⊗ [[Q ]]), Con ` ∃([[P ′]] ⊗ [[Q ]]) .
For (R3), given proofs of [[Q ]] ` [[P]] and [[P]], Con ` [[P ′]] and [[P ′]] ` [[Q ′]], we can immediately construct a proof of
[[Q ]], Con ` [[Q ′]] using two cuts. 
Theorem 2 (Completeness). Let P be a Flat LMNtal process, Q a Flat LMNtal process not containing rules, and Con the set of
the connector axioms (8.5)–(8.7). If [[P]], Con ` [[Q ]] has a proof under Fig. 7, there exists a ruleset R such that P −→∗ (Q , R)
holds. 
Proof. We can assume that a cut-free proof of [[P]], Con ` [[Q ]] is available. Note that the cut-free proof of [[P]], Con ` [[Q ]]
does not involve (−◦R), (!R) or (∀R) becauseQ does not contain rules.We showhow to construct a computation by induction
on the size of the proof.
Base case: An initial sequent represents a zero-step computation.
Induction step:Most of the rules from (1L) through (∃R) in Fig. 7 are concernedwith the change of representation and have
no computational content, that is, computation represented by the premises of the rules and computation represented by
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the conclusions are the same. They are (1L), (1R), (⊗L), (!L), (!C), (!W), (∀L), (∃L) and (∃R), which handle 1 and exponentials,
split processes, employ eigennames, etc.
The remaining rules are (⊗R) and (−◦L). LetΓ CP mean that a sequenceΓ of formulae is obtained from [[P]] by removing
(zero or more) exponentials and quantifiers and/or replacing (zero or more)⊗’s by commas. Suppose we have a proof of the
form:
. . .
Γ ` A′
. . .
∆ ` B′
Γ ,∆ ` A′ ⊗ B′ .
By the induction hypothesis we have computations P −→∗ (A, R) and Q −→∗ (B, S), for some rulesets R and S, such that
Γ CP ,∆CQ , A′CA and B′CB. Then we have (P,Q ) −→∗ (A, R,Q ) −→∗ (A, R, B, S), (∆,Γ )C (P,Q ), and (A′⊗B′)C (A, B).
Similarly, suppose we have
Γ ` A′ ∆, B′ ` C ′
Γ ,∆, A′ −◦ B′ ` C ′ .
By the induction hypothesis we have P −→∗ (A, R) and (Q , B) −→∗ (C, S), for some rulesets R and S, such that Γ C P ,
∆ C Q , A′ C A, B′ C B and C ′ C C . So, depending on whether A′ −◦ B′ was obtained from a rule or structural congruence,
we have either (P,Q , (A :- B)) −→∗ (A, R,Q , (A :- B)) −→ (B, R,Q , (A :- B)) −→∗ (C, R, S, (A :- B)) or
(P,Q , (A ≡ B)) −→∗ (A, R,Q , (A ≡ B)) ≡ (B, R,Q , (A ≡ B)) −→∗ (C, R, S, (A ≡ B)). 
8.3. Membranes
How can we logically interpret LMNtal programs with membrane hierarchies? An obvious approach would be to use
modal logic to deal with locations formed by membrane hierarchies. Indeed, membranes themselves can be thought of as
modalities, but here we choose to keep the underlying logic unchanged and translate LMNtal into Flat LMNtal. This way we
will establish the relationship between LMNtal and Flat LMNtal.
Our approach is to formalize superatoms, namely atoms with subatomic structures, as the meaning of cells. Let {P} be a
cell with free links X1, . . . , Xn, where the free links are ordered according to their textual order in P . Then the notation λP is
defined to be a superatom name obtained from the cell {P} by abstracting its free links. The application (λP)(X1, . . . , Xn) is a
superatom corresponding to {P}, and in general, (λP)(Y1, . . . , Yn) is a superatom corresponding to {P}, X1 = Y1, . . . , Xn = Yn.
The · (overline) notation stands for the flattening operation that recursively converts cells into superatoms:
0 = 0 (8.8)
p(X1, . . . , Xm) = p(X1, . . . , Xm) (8.9)
P,Q = P,Q (8.10)
{P} = (λP)(X1, . . . , Xm), X1, . . . , Xm are the free links of P , in textual order (8.11)
T :- U = T :- U . (8.12)
Here, we assume that rules with process contexts, rule contexts, and/or aggregates have been expanded into an (infinite)
set of rules by expanding them into processes, rules, and sets of atoms, respectively. (Strictly speaking, the syntax of LMNtal
and standard linear logic does not feature infinite conjunction, but the infinitemultiplicative conjunction of closed formulae
on the LHS of sequents is quite safe to include in the framework.)
The function [[ · ]] has not been defined for processes containing cells, but now it is defined simply as:
[[P]] = [[P]]. (8.13)
Next, we must ‘‘connect’’ the original, non-flat LMNtal and its flattened counterpart. First, the behavior of superatoms is
given by augmenting the operational semantics with two inference rules:
P ≡ P ′
P ≡ P ′ (8.14)
P −→ P ′
P −→ P ′ (8.15)
Thus the non-flattened and flattened views of computation become tightly coupled.
Second, we augment the underlying theory of superatoms as:
! ∀(([[P]] −◦ [[P ′]])−◦ [[{P}]] −◦ [[{P ′}]]) (8.16)
! ∀([[(λ(X1 = X2, P))(Y1, . . . , Yn)]] −◦ [[(λP)(Y3, . . . , Yn), Y1 = Y2]]) (8.17)
! ∀([[(λP)(Y1, . . . , Yi−1, Y , Yi+1, . . . , Yj−1, Y , Yj+1, . . . , Yn)]]
−◦[[(λ(P, Xi = Xj))(Y1, . . . , Yi−1, Yi+1, . . . , Yj−1, Yj+1, . . . , Yn)]]). (8.18)
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Axiom (8.16) corresponds to (E6) and (R2), (8.17) corresponds to (R4), and (8.18) corresponds to (R5) of the operational
semantics. Note that (E10) has been absorbed into (E9) by flattening.
Now we have two main theorems:
Theorem 3 (Soundness). Let Flat be the set of axioms (8.16)–(8.18). Let P and Q be LMNtal processes. If P −→ Q , then
[[P]], Con, Flat ` [[Q ]] can be proved under Fig. 7.
Proof. Given Theorem 1, we should additionally consider inference rules involving membranes, namely (R2), (R4), (R5) and
(E6). For (R2), we need to prove [[{P}]], Con, Flat ` [[{Q }]], given a proof of [[P]], Con, Flat ` [[Q ]], which is straightforward
by using (8.16). Similarly, when (R4) is applicable, it is straightforward to prove [[{X = Y , P}]], Con, Flat ` [[X = Y , {P}]]. The
cases (R5) and (E6) are similar to (R4) and (R2), respectively. 
Theorem 4 (Completeness). Let P be an LMNtal process and Q an LMNtal process not containing rules. If [[P]], Con, Flat ` [[Q ]]
has a proof under Fig. 7, there exists a ruleset R such that P −→∗ (Q , R) holds.
Proof. We can straightforwardly augment Theorem 2: When the proof of [[P]], Con, Flat ` [[Q ]] uses (8.16), construct (a
proof of) an execution by using (R2) or (E6). When the proof uses (8.17) or (8.18), construct (a proof of) an execution by
using (R4) or (R5), respectively. 
This way, LMNtal can be viewed as a small linear logic programming language with flattening axioms. There have been
many proposal of linear logic programming languages (Section 3.2). Compared with them, LMNtal has a very restricted
syntax but is expressive enough to encode many computational formalisms and allows diagrammatic interpretation. CHR
and concurrent constraint programming were also given linear logic semantics [3][7], where normal constraints were
encoded into !’ed (exponential) atoms. Linear CC [7] considers linear constraint systems that handle both !’ed and non-
!’ed atoms. LMNtal allows non-!’ed atoms only, and by doing so treats constraints (without !’s) and procedures as the same
language construct. This has been the very motivation of LMNtal. Nevertheless, it would be possible to distinguish between
atoms interpreted as data or constraints and those interpreted as processes or procedures. Reintroducing this distinction
would allow LMNtal to be viewed as a linear concurrent constraint language in a traditional sense.
9. Concluding remarks
We have introduced a small declarative language LMNtal and established its logical reading. We have shown how
membranes, which may be crossed by links, can be given a view of (super)atoms through flattening and lambda
abstraction. Superatoms enjoy reduction and congruence relations determined by their contents, and this connection
enables hierarchical computation of LMNtal to be interpreted in the flat framework of linear logic.
As a concurrent programming language, the outstanding feature of LMNtal is that every entity except rules is treated as
resource. As a linear logic language for concurrency, the characteristics of LMNtal are:
1. it does not introduce special connectives for communication or give hard-wired interpretation to logical connectives,
2. it makes lean use of existential quantification to express one-to-one connectivity, and
3. it makes use of equality under the standard semantics.
LMNtal opens up many interesting research issues. One of the most important is to equip it with useful type systems.
We believe that many important properties, including the shapes of graphs that can be formed, properties about free
links of cells, the multiplicity of atoms within cells, and so on, can be established statically using type systems to enable
aggressive compiler optimization. Another important topic is to design and implement appropriate constructs for don’t-
know nondeterminism. LMNtal, started as a concurrent programming language, is now addressing diverse applications
including graphics and programming by self-organization,4 but one of the most important applications seems to be model
checking, wheremultiset rewriting provides a concise framework for themodeling and verification of systems. Accordingly,
exhaustive search for all possible reduction paths is becoming much more important than we had expected. We have built
a prototype implementation of exhaustive search for Flat LMNtal. Extending it to deal with hierarchical graphs is far from
obvious, and is a topic of ongoing research.
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